Appendix

In the introduction of these notes, we claimed that groups as well as buildings can be viewed as distinguished classes of schemes. The purpose of this
appendix is to prove these claims. Let us start with groups.
Let 8 be a group. For each 0 E 8, we define

0:= {((,17) E 8 x 8
We set

8

:=

1(0

= 17}·

{O 10 E 8} and
T(8) := (8,8).

We set
9(X, G) := {{g}

I 9 E G}.

Theorem A (i) Assume that (X, G) is thin. Then 9(X, G) is a group
with respect to the complex multiplication and with {I} as identity element.
(ii) Let 8 be a group. Then T(8) is a thin scheme.
(iii) If (X, G) is thin, T(9(X, G))
(X, G).
(iv) For each group 8, 9(T(8)) 8.
Proof. (i) From Theorem 1.2.7 we conclude that the complex product of
two elements of 9(X, G) is again an element of 9(X, G). Thus, by Lemma
1.2.I(ii), 9(X, G) is a semigroup.
From Lemma 1.1.1(i) we obtain that {I} is the identity element of9(X, G).
Finally, as (X, G) is assumed to be thin, we deduce from Lemma 1.2.6 that,
for each 9 E G, {g.}{g} = {I} = {g}{g.}.
(ii)l First of all, it is clear that i = Ie and that, for each 0 E 8,

O· =

0- 1 .

But also the regularity condition is easily verified for the pair (8,8J Let (3,
-y, e, (, 17 E 8 be given, and assume that ((3, -y) E iJ. Then, (3 n -y(* "# 0 if
1

We repeat the argument given in the introduction of these notes.
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and only if f3(

= ,(-I

if and only if 13((

If3( n ,(* I = 0((,'1. 2

=,

if and only if ((

= 1]. Thus,

e

(iii) Set
:= 9(X, G), and fix vEX. For each x E X, we denote by x<jJ
the uniquely determined element of 8 such that x E v(x<jJ). For each 9 E G,
we define
g<jJ:={g}.

Then
<jJ: XuG ---+ 8UB

e.

is a well-defined bijective map with X<jJ 8 and G<jJ
Let y, z E X, and let 9 E G such that (y, z) E 9 be given. By Lemma
1.7.3(iii), we shall be done if we succeed in showing that (y<jJ, z<jJ) E g<jJ.
Let e E G be such that (v, y) E e, and let lEG be such that (v, z) E I·
Then, by Lemma 1.2.4, I E {e}{g}. From this we conclude that {f} = {e}{g};
see Theorem 1.2.7, and recall that (X, G) is assumed to be thin. Thus, by
definition,
({e}, {f}) E {g}.
On the other hand, as (v,y) E e, {e}

= y<jJ.

Similarly, as (v,z) E

I,

{f} = z<jJ. Therefore, we conclude that (y<jJ, z<jJ) E g<jJ.
(iv) For each 0 E 8, we define
O<jJ :=

{OJ.

Then
<jJ: 8 ---+ 9(7(8))

is a well-defined bijective map.
Let (, 1] E be given, and set () := (1]. We shall be done if we succeed in
showing that (}<jJ = (<jJ1]<jJ.
First of all, since (1] = 0, ((,0) E ij. Moreover, we also have (1, () E ( and
(1,0) E O. Thus, by Lemma 1.2.4, 0 E (ij. But, by (ii), n, = 1 = nii' Thus,
by Theorem 1.2.7,

e

{O}
It follows that O<jJ

= (<jJ1]<jJ.

= {(}{ij}.

o

Let us now see how buildings can be viewed as a distinguished class of
schemes.
Let C be a set, and let r
ex C be given.
We shall say that r is regular if, for all a, bEe, larl = Ibrl.
Assume that r is regular, and let e E C be given. Then [cr] is called the
valency of r.
For each s C xC, we define
2

Here

is the Kronecker delta.
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ros:= {(a, b) E C

X

C
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I ar Cibs" i- 0}.

The element r is called an incidence relation of C if

= 0 i- r = r"

Ie n r
and
r

0

r

Ie U r.

We shall denote by

Inc(C)
the set of the incidence relations of C. 3

Lemma B Let C be a set, and let R be a partition of C x C such that
Let l E Inc( C) be given, assume that l is regular, and let n denote the

otJ. R.

valency of l.
Let s, t E R be such that sol:::: t i- s. Let a,
that (a, b) E r . Then las n bll :::: art and

J

at

n b/l ::::

Proof. Clearly, if r :::: t, as
Then

(a, b)
whence r:::: t.
Assume that 2
since l = l* and l 0 l

{

n
n- 1

o

if r
if r
if r

se C,

and let r E R be such

= s,
= t,
tJ. {s, t}.

n bl i- 0. Conversely,

assume that as

n bl i- 0.

i-

e. Then,

Ern (s 0 I) :::: r n t,

las n bll.

Let d, e E as n bl be such that d
Ie U l, (d, e) E I. Thus,

(a, e) E s n (s 0 I) :::: s n t.
It follows that s :::: t, contrary to our hypothesis.
Thus we have shown that las n b/J :::: art. Let us now compute Jat n b/l·
If r
s, bl a(s 0 l)
at, whence lat n b/l
n.
Now assume that at n bl i- 0 and that r i- s. Let dE at n bl be given. Since
t
sol, as n dl i- 0. Let e E as n dl be given. Then el
a(s 0 l) :::: at. On
Ie Uland s i- r, b E el. Thus, r = t and
the other hand, as (e, b) E l 0 l
{e}
el
at. It follows that lat n bll :::: n - 1.
0

=

=

=

u\
3

There is an obvious bijection between Inc( C) and the set of the non-identity
equivalence relations of C. For each r E Inc(C), Ie f; Ie U r and Ie Uris an
equivalence relation of C. Conversely, for each equivalence relation r of C such
that Ie "I: r, r \ Ie E Inc(C).
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Let C be a set, and let L
Inc(C) be given. Then the pair (C, L) will be
called a chamber system. 4 It is called regular if each element of L is regular.
Let (C, L) be a chamber system.
Recall that we denote by F(L) the free monoid constructed on L. By * we
denote the multiplication of F( L). The identity element of F( L) is denoted
by 1.
Let n E l':J\ {O}, let co,
, Cn E C, and let ll, ... , In E L be given. Set
f := II *.,. * In. Then (co,
, cn) is called a gallery of type f (from Co to cn)
if, for each t « {I, ... ,n}, (Ci-1,Ci) Eli.5
For each C E C, (c) will be called a gallery of type 1.
Recall that we denote by R( G) the monoid of all non-empty subsets of G
with respect to the complex multiplication. Moreover, for each L
Inv(G),
PL denotes the uniquely determined monoid homomorphism from F(L) to
R(G) such that, for each l E L, lPL = {l}.

Lemma C Let L

Inv(G) be given. Then we have

(i) (X, L) is a regular chamber system.
(ii) Let y, z E X, and let 9 E G be such that (y, z) E

g. Let f E F(L) be
given. Set P := PL. Then 9 E f P if and only if (X, L) possesses a gallery of
type f from y to z.

Proof. (i) From Lemma 1.4.5(i), (ii) we obtain that Inv(G)
Inc(X). This
proves (i).
(ii) Clearly, we have g E Ip if and only if 9 = 1 if and only if y = z.
Therefore, the claim is obvious if I = f.
Asume now that I =I- f. Then there exist n E l':J \ {O} and ll, ... , In E L
such that f = II * ... * In.
If 9 E fp, 9 E li: ·In. Thus, by Lemma 1.2.4, there exist Xo, ... , Xn EX
such that Xo
y, Xn
z, and, for each i E {I, ... , n}, (Xi-I, Xi) Eli. This
means that there exists a gallery of type f from y to z.
Conversely, assume that there exists a gallery of type f from y to z. Then
there exist xo, ... , Xn E X such that Xo = y, Xn = z, and, for each i E
{I, ... ,n}, (Xi-l,Xi) Eli. Thus, by Lemma 1.2.4, 9 E ll···ln. (Recall that
(y, z) E g.) It follows that 9 E fp.
0

=

=

Let (C, L) be a chamber system, and let m be a Coxeter map of L.
4

5

Formally, our definition of chamber systems differs slightly from the usual one;
see, e.g., [28]. Usually, the pair (C, L) is called a chamber system if L is a family
of partitions on C. But, as mentioned earlier, non-identity partitions on C and
incidence relations of C correspond to each other uniquely. Thus, our chamber
systems correspond to those chamber systems in the sense of [28] which neither
contain the identity partition nor have repeated partitions.
What we call a "gallery" here is the same as a "simple gallery" in [28].
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Recall that F m (L) denotes the set of the m- reduced elements of F (L ).
We shall denote by r m (L) the Coxeter group defined by m. By <jJm we
shall denote the natural monoid homomorphism from F (L) to r m (L).
The pair (C, L) is called a building of type m if (C, L) is regular and if
there exists a map J from C x C to rm(L) such that, for all a, i e C and,
for each f E F m(L), J(a, b) = f<jJm if and only if (C, L) possesses a gallery of
type f from a to b.
The pair (C, L) is called a building if there exists a Coxeter map m of L
such that (C, L) is a building of type m. 6
Assume now that (C, L) is a building. Then, by definition, there exist a
Coxeter map m of L and a map J from C x C to r m (L) as above. For each
,E rm(L), we define
r- := J-1(/).
For each, E rm (L), we shall denote by ,£ the length of , as an element
of the Coxeter group rm(L).

Lemma D Let m be a Coxeter map, and let (C, L) be a building of
type m. Let " ,\ E rm(L) be such that >.£ = 1 and ,£ + 1 = (/>.)£. Then
r-y 0 r>. = r-y>..

Proof Let us abbreviate

Let f E F m (L) be such that
f<jJ

="

l<jJ

= >..

and let l E L be such that

Then the hypothesis ,£ + 1 = (/>.)£ implies that f * l E F m (L).
Now let a, b E C be given, and let us assume first that (a, b) E r-y>.. Then,
by definition,
J(a, b) = ,'\ = f<jJl<jJ = (f * l)<jJ.
Thus, as f * 1 E F m(L), (C, L) possesses a gallery (co, ... , cn ) , say, of type
f * l from a to b. Set c := Cn-1. Then, (co, ... , Cn-1) is a gallery of type f
from a to c, and (C n-1, cn) is a gallery of type l from c to b. Therefore, by
definition, J(a, c) = f<jJ = , and J(c, b) = l<jJ = '\. It follows that (a, c) E r-y
and (c, b) E rx . Thus, (a, b) E r-y 0 r>..
Let us now assume that (a, b) E r-y 0 r>.. Then there exists c E C such that
(a, c) E r-y and (c, b) E r>.. It follows that J(a, c) = , = f<jJ and J(c, b) = >. = lo,
6

As indicated in the introduction of these notes, our definition of buildings is
midway between the two definitions given in [27] and [28].
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Thus, by definition, (C, L) possesses a gallery (co, ... , cn ), say, of type f from
a to c and a gallery of type l from c to b. Now (co, ... , cn , b) is a gallery of
type f * l from a to b. Thus, as f * I E F m (L ),

6(a, b) = (f * l)¢>

= f¢>l¢> = ,A.
o

It follows that (a, b) E r-yA'

For each building (C, L), we set R(C, L) := {r-y

I, E Tm(L)}

and

A(C, L) := (C, R(C, L)).
For each L

Inv( G), we define

BL(X, G)

:=

(X, L).

The second part of the following theorem uses Theorem 3.1.5(ii).

Theorem E (i) Let L
Inv( G) be given, and assume that (X, G) is a
Coxeter scheme with respect to L. Then BL(X, G) is a building of type mL. 7
(ii) Let m be a Coxeter map, and let (C, L) be a building of type m. Then
A(C,L) is a Coxeter scheme with respect to L. Moreover, m = mL.
(iii) Let L Inv(G) be given, and assume that (X, G) is a Coxeter scheme
with respect to L. Then A(BL(X, G)) = (X, G).
(iv) For each building (C, L), BL(A(C, L)) = (C, L).
Proof. (i) From Lemma C(i) we know already that BL(X, G) is a regular
chamber system.
Let us abbreviate m := mL and p := PL.
Let y, z E X, and let 9 E G be such that (y, z) E g. Then, by Proposition
5.1.3(ii), there exists f E Fm(L) such that 9 E fp. We define

6(y, z) := f¢>m.
Let us first convince ourselves that 6 is a well-defined map from X x X
to Tm(L). Let y, z E X, let 9 E G such that (y, z) E g, and let d, e E F m(L)
such that 9 E dp n ep be given.
Assuming that (X, G) is a Coxeter scheme with respect to L, we have, in
particular, that (X, G) is L-constrained. Therefore, as dpnep # 0, we obtain
that dp = ep. This gives d "'m e. (We use once again that (X, G) is a Coxeter
scheme with respect to L.) It follows that d¢>m = e¢>m.
7

Recall that
5.1.

mL

is a Coxeter map which was introduced in the beginning of Section
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Let y, z E X, and let f E Fm(L) be given. We have to prove that tS(y, z) =
f¢m if and only if BdX, G) possesses a gallery of type f from y to z.
Let 9 E G be such that (y, z) E g.
Assume first that tS(y, z) = f¢m. Then the definition of tS yields 9 E fp.
Thus, by Lemma C(ii), BdX, G) possesses a gallery of type f from y to z.
Conversely, assume that BdX, G) possesses a gallery of type f from y to
z. Then, by Lemma C(ii), 9 E fp. Now, as (y, z) E g, we have tS(y, z) = f¢m.
(ii) Since (C, L) is assumed to be a building of type m, there exists a map
tS from C x C to rm(L) such that, for all a, s e C and, for each f E Fm(L),
tS(a, b) = f¢m if and only if (C, L) possesses a gallery of type f from a to b.
Let us abbreviate
R:= R(C, L).

Clearly, tS is surjective. Therefore, 0 R. Moreover, Ie = rl E R and, for
each, E rm(L), (r-y)* = r-y-l E R. Thus, in order to prove that A(C,L) is a
scheme, we only have to verify the regularity condition for A(C, L).
Let r, g, I E R be given. Let a, b E C be such that (a, b) E r. In order
to prove that A( C, L) satisfies the regularity condition, we have to show that
the cardinality of ag n bl" does not depend on the choice of (a, b) E r.
Let , E r m (L) be such that

and let ,\ E T.m(L) be such that
1= r;...

There is nothing to prove if Ie = l. Thus, we may assume that Ie
Moreover, by induction on '\i, we may assume that ,\i = 1.
Assume first that ,i + I = (,,\)i. Set t := r-y;". Then, by Lemma D,
go 1= r; 0 r;..

#

I.

= r-y;" = t.

Thus, by Lemma B, lag n b/l = tS r t . (Set s := g.)
Assume now that (,'\)i + I = ,i. Set s := ""I;'" Then, by Lemma D,
sol

= r-y;" 0 r;.. = r-y = g.

Thus, by Lemma B, lag n b/l does not depend on the choice of (a, b) E r. (Set
g, and use the hypothesis that I is regular.)
We now have proved that A( C, L) is a scheme, and we still have to prove
that A(C, L) is a Coxeter scheme with respect to L. (Note that L Inv(R).)
Let R(R) denote the monoid of all non-empty subsets of R with respect to
the complex multiplication (in R). Let us denote by p' the uniquely determined
monoid homomorphism from F(L) to R(R) such that, for each I E L, Ip' =
{I}.
We first shall prove that A(C, L) is L-constrained, in other words that, for
each f E Fm(L), Ifp/l = 1. (It is clear that (L) = R.)

t :=
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Let f E Fm(L) be given. Then f<Pm E rm(L). Set r := 6- 1(f<Pm). Then
r E

R.

Let a, b E C be such that (a, b) E r. Then, by definition, 6(a, b) = f<pm.
Thus, by definition, (C, L) possesses a gallery of type f from a to b. Thus, by
Lemma C(ii), r E fp'.
Let s E f p' be given. Then s E R. Therefore, there exists e E F m (L) such
that s = 6- 1 (e<pm). Let a, i « C be such that (a, b) E s. Then, by definition,
6(a, b) = e<Pm. Thus, (C, L) possesses a gallery of type e from a to b. Thus,
by Lemma C(ii), sEep'. But, as s E f p', (C, L) possesses a gallery of type f
from a to b; use Lemma C(ii) once again. Thus, e<Pm = f<pm, whence r = s.
Since s E f p' has been chosen arbitrarily, we have shown that {r} = f p'.
Since f E F m (L) has been chosen arbitrarily, we have shown that A( C, L) is
L-constrained.
Let d, e E Fm(L) be such that dp' = ep'. Let r E dp', and let a, i e C
be such that (a, b) E r. Then, by Lemma C(ii), (C, L) possesses a gallery of
type d from a to b as well as a gallery of type e from a to b. It follows that
d<pm = e<Pm. Therefore, d
e. Thus, by Theorem 3.1.5(ii), d ""m e.
Since d , e E Fm(L) have been chosen arbitrarily, we now have proved
that A(C, L) is a Coxeter scheme with respect to m.
(iii) Let us abbreviate
R:= R(X, L).
Then we just have to prove that G = R.
Let R(R) denote the monoid of all non-empty subsets of R with respect
to the complex multiplication. Let us denote by p' the uniquely determined
monoid homomorphism from F(L) to R(R) such that, for each I E L, lp' =
{l}.
Let 9 E G, and let r E R be such that gnr =f. 0. We shall prove that 9 = r.
Let y, z E X be such that (y, z) E 9 n r. By Proposition 5.1.3(ii), there
exists f E F m (L) such that
{g} = fp.
Thus, (X, L) possesses a gallery of type f from y to z; see LemmaC(ii). From
Lemma C(ii) we now deduce that r E fp'. Thus, as (X, R) is L-constrained,
we obtain that
{r} = fp'.
Let v, w E X be such that (v, w) E g, and let s E R be such that (v, w) E s.
Since (v, w) E g, (X, L) possesses a gallery of type f from v to w; see Lemma
C(ii). Thus, using Lemma C(ii) once again, we conclude that s E fp' = {r}.
It follows that r = s. In particular, (v, w) E r.
Since v, w E X have been chosen arbitrarily such that (v, w) E g, we
conclude that 9 r . Similarly, we obtain that r g. It follows that 9 = r .
Since 9 E G and r E R have been chosen arbitrarily, we have shown that
G=R.
(iv) Since (C, L) is assumed to be a building, A(C, L) is a Coxeter scheme
with respect to L; see (ii). Thus, by definition, BdA(C, L)) = (C, L).
0
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